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Book Reviews

Prehistoric New Mexico: Background for Survey. By David E. Stuart and Rory P.
Gauthier. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xii + 459 pp.
Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography. $19.95 paper.)
This volume is a general review of the archaeological record of the state
of New Mexico up through the 1970s. It was originally intended as a tool for
guiding preservation-related archaeological research and assessing the "significance" of prehistoric resources in the state. It should be mentioned at the
outset that this is not a revised edition, but a reprint of the original 1980 volume.
This fact is significant in that there have been major advances in theory and
substantial new empirical findings in the past decade. Recognizing that the
volume is a little out-of-date, it nevertheless stands as a fine, if somewhat
idiosyncratic, overview of New Mexico prehistory.
The authors start the volume with an attempt to provide a theoretical
foundation for reviewing the evolution of culture in the past. They acknowledge that taking a theoretical position will necessarily exclude some kinds of
research and other positions, but correctly argue that it is impossible to review
and synthesize a large archaeological data base in a theoretical vacuum.
Following the theory section is an overview of five major subregions in
the state: northwestern, west-central, southwestern, southeastern and northeastern/central. In each area they give a synthesis of what is known about the
prehistoric sequence of occupation, from Paleo-Indian times to the time of first
contact with Europeans. They list and briefly discuss the significant sites that
are on the State and National Registers of Historic Places. Then for each area
they review primary outstanding gaps in the existing archaeological data base,
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areas in serious need of new survey, and key anthropological problems that
can and should be addressed at the local or regional level.
The final portions of the volume are devoted to pragmatic issues relating
to placing sites on the National Register, reviewing contract surveys, survey
priorities for the future, and a summary of the important problems needing
to be addressed in each prehistoric era in New Mexico.
The strength of this volume lies in the heroic job the authors have done
in bringing together a tremendous body of data from diverse sources to present
a coherent overview of the rich archaeological resources of the different parts
of the state. This is not a book to pick up for a comprehensive summary of
current research and theory on New Mexico prehistory. It does provide, however, a good foundation for placing small-scale archaeological surveys into
broader temporal and regional perspectives.
Jonathan Haas
Field Museum, Chicago

Pecos, Gateway to Pueblos & Plains: The Anthology. Edited by John V. Bezyand
Joseph P. Sanchez. (Tucson: Southwest Parks and Monuments Association,
1988. 142 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $32.95 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
What more can be said about Pecos beyond John Kessell's monumental
Kiva, Cross, and Crown? This compilation both augments and departs from the
former. First, the chronology, unlike its counterpart, predates 1540. One-third
of the publication details the geologic and prehistoric development of the Pecos
River Valley before Spanish contact.
In a departure from Kessell's treatment, this work, the combined efforts
of other well known scholars, is aimed at the general reader. In keeping with
its popular appeal, the text contains no copious footnotes or extensive bibliography. Yet the list of contributors reads like a Who's Who among academicians and experts on the American Southwest. Endorsed by the Secretary
of the Interior, this volume is designed to increase public awareness about one
of the West's most alluring historical sites. If accurate, readable history was
their goal, the editors, and the authors whose essays flowed evenly one to the
other, are to be commended.
From the beginning, Pecos, situated near a natural geologic cleavage passing through the Rocky Mountains to the Great Plains, was a cultural crossroads.
From the first Paleo-Indian habitation through European, Mexican, and American settlement, cultures interacted harmoniously and discordantly throughout
the epic history of Pecos. Symbolically, Franciscan friars were the first to view
the Glorieta-Pecos corridor as the ideal phYSical setting for cross-cultural integration. In later years, Chihuahuan traders, Confederate expansionists, and
American railroad engineers acknowledged the economic, strategic, and geographic importance of the area. More recently, its archeological and historical
significance enabled Pecos to become one of the components of the National
Parks System. This anthology chronicles a sequence of episodes from the dawn
of man to the present century.
No publication escapes criticism, however minor. Was Pecos abandoned
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by 1838 as Simmons and Gunnerson indicate, or not until 1840 as Schroeder
suggested? Such discrepancies are usually avoided through closer editorial
scrutiny. Furthermore, a biographical sketch of each contributor would have
enhanced the credibility of the essays in the absence of formal documentation.
Overall, the presentation is informative, the illustrations engaging, and
the text enjoyable. The book is a fitting tribute to one of our national treasures
whose historical and cultural influences have clearly endured the test of time.
Art Gomez
National Park Seroice, San Antonio

The National Park Seroice 1963 Historic Sites Suroey: Santa Fe Trail. By William E.
Brown. (St. Louis: Patrice Press, 1988. xii + 221 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $17.95.)
In 1963 the National Park Service completed a careful study of the Santa
Fe Trail. William E. Brown was the coordinating historian of the study with
major contributions made by Ray H. Mattison, Roy E. Appleman, and Robert
M. Utley. The National Park Service then produced 100 mimeographed copies
of the study for limited distribution.
The study received little attention outside government and research library
circles and a handful of trail buffs until publication of Jack D. Rittenhouse's
The Santa Fe Trail: A Historical Bibliography (1971). Rittenhouse listed the work
(entry 91) and described it as "indisputably one of the most important and
useful works on the SFT, especially in regard to the remaining terrain features
and structures still visible in 1962."
Copies of the report were soon sought after by historians and buffs alike
interested in the Santa Fe Trail. When located, copies of the study were borrowed and copied countless times. Some originals even brought high prices
among collectors of literature on the trail.
In 1986, trail enthusiast and book publisher Gregory M. Franzwa became
acquainted with the work when a National Park Service official called it to his
attention and provided him with a copy. Aside from what Franzwa called the
"obligatory federalese" necessary to satisfy the requirements of the National
Park Service, he described the work as "one of the most enthralling pieces of
trail history" he had ever read.
Franzwa's Patrice Press has now published this much sought after work
with the original maps. Unfortunately the photographs used in the 1963 report
have since been lost, but most views were reshot or other prints located for
use in this handsome book.
The book is divided into two parts; the first part examines the history of
the Santa Fe Trail, while the second part traces the trail's thousand mile route
between Missouri and Santa Fe including 53 sites that are described in detail.
Maps (including those on the endpapers), photographs, and illustrations supplement the text along with notes, bibliography and a helpful index.
The work not only provides good reading, but it is a highly valuable
reference work for anyone interested in the Santa Fe Trail. It is good to see
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the work available to everyone, and it will become a standard in any Santa Fe
Trail library.
David Dary
University of Oklahoma

Maps of the Santa Fe Trail. By Gregory M. Franzwa. (St. Louis: Patrice Press,
1989. 196 pp. Illustrations, maps, index. $24.95.)
In 1988, historian Gregory Franzwa accompanied a federal study group
organized by the National Park Service to explore and document surviving
remnants of the Santa Fe Trail, from Old Franklin, Missouri, to Santa Fe, New
Mexico. This volume is a product of that survey.
This work should prove valuable to anyone with an interest in the Santa
Fe Trail, and particularly to the novice or tourist seeking a general introduction
to the trail's history. Franzwa's sources for this volume extended from a variety
of maps and aerial photographs to his own observations and testimony from
those who live along the trail. He organized his presentation around ninetynine sectional maps of the trail and its main alternates, including the Cimarron
Cutoff, the Mountain Branch, the Aubrey Cutoff, and the Military Road. Each
of these maps is of sufficient scale (mostly 112 inch:1 mile, or USGS 7.5) to
permit a specific delineation of the trail's course, surviving ruts, and associated
historic sites and natural features. Eight overview maps, seven inset details,
and twenty-one black and white photographs add perspective and focus to
the volume. Franzwa's ninety-nine base maps are accompanied by short narratives that highlight historic sites and personalities, natural features, and
contemporary sources of information on the trail's history. This volume also
includes an index. Modern-day caravaners should find this work to be a useful
complement to Marc Simmons' Following the Santa Fe Trail.
Years ago, Max Moorhead wrote eloquently about the Chihuahua Trail, a
sometimes neglected, but historically important extension of the Santa Fe Trail.
If, in fact, Greg Franzwa has never met a trail that he didn't like, perhaps we
might yet see a map volume on the "Royal Road."
Tim Wehrkamp
. National Archives and Records Administration

Images of the Santa Fe Trail. By Gregory M. Franzwa. (St. Louis: Patrice Press,
1988. vii + 126 pp. Illustrations, map. $24.95 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Impressions of the Santa Fe Trail. By Gregory M. Franzwa. (St. Louis: Patrice
Press, 1988. xii + 190 pp. Illustrations, map, index. $14.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.)
On May 8, 1987, under the terms of the National Trails System Act, President Reagan signed a new law designating the Santa Fe Trail a National
Historic Trail. The National Park Service subsequently began a study of the
trail, including a comprehensive management and land use plan, an inventory
of trail-related historic sites and crossings, and a detailed volume of maps
showing the route of the trail relative to modern public roads.
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The field work was conducted from March through May, 1988, by the
National Park Service Denver Office, under the direction of Jere Krakow. Members of the survey team were Leo Oliva (Soldiers on the Santa Fe Trail), his wife
Bonita, and Gregory M. Franzwa. Together the team conducted a mile-by-mile
study of the route, frequently consulting local ranchers, landowners, and others
familiar with the terrain over which the trail traversed.
Franzwa consequently published two books on the experience: his daily
diary of the survey (Impressions of the Santa Fe Trail), and 114 35mm black-andwhite photographs of the trail and pertinent historic sites (Images of the Santa
Fe Trail). Both books were published at the same time by Patrice Press, which
Franzwa founded and directs. Franzwa, also a founder and first chairman of
the board of th,e Oregon-California Trails Association, has published two books
on the Oregon Trail, as well as eight other nonfiction books.
These books are valuable as documentaries, one written and the other
visual, of the National Park Service Survey, rather than as'histories of the Santa
Fe Trail. This qualification does not discount their importance one iota, for the
books do add a different dimension to the literature of the trail.
Franzwa obviously harbors deep sentiments about the Santa Fe Trail. In
the Impressions volume (with foreword by U.s. Senator Nancy Landon Kassebaum, whose farm near Council Grove, Kansas, is crossed by the trail), he
frequently puts himself in the place of freighters and other travelers on the
trail. Some of the photograph inscriptions in Images (with foreword by Gaylord
Nelson, author of America's Scenic Trails System) seem somewhat extraneous
and imprecise: the Jesus G. Abreu House in Rayado, New Mexico, is identified
with Lucien B. Maxwell, when in fact there is no documentary evidence that
he ever lived in this particular building. Despite small imperfections such as
this, the current photographs of the various landmarks along the Santa Fe Trail
are most welcome. The author's captions and comments in both books are
heartfelt.
Students of the overland trade and emigration trails will recognize this
pair of volumes as the account of a participant in the National Park Service
Santa Fe Trail Survey, which will impact the trail positively for years to come.
With this in mind, these two books will certainly be welcome additions to
history enthusiasts' bookshelves, joining the growing body of works on the
Santa Fe Trail.
Charles Bennett
Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe

Fort Union and the Santa Fe Trail. By Robert M. Utley. (El Paso: Texas Western
Press, 1989. 42 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography. $12.00 cloth, $7.50
paper.)
From 1821 to 1880 the Santa Fe Trail served as a major national and international highway linking Anglo and Hispanic cultures and economies. Initiallya commercial avenue for enterprising traders, freighters, and contractors,
it eventually became an overland route for such diverse travelers as immigrants,
gold seekers, and soldiers. In this brief monograph noted historian Robert M.
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Utley has employed Fort Union's story as a vehicle to carry his short history
of the Santa Fe Trail.
Drawing from government documents, historic maps, aerial photographs,
and field observations, Utley originally wrote most of this study for the National Park Service in 1959. Utley packed his slender volume with extensive
information on the Santa Fe Trail and its routes, traders, freighters, and stagecoaches. He likewise explained Fort Union's relationship to trail history while
also recording the additional significant impact made by General Stephen Watts
Kearny's Army of the West, military freighting, and army patrols. Especially
valuable was Utley's detailed study of the trail in the region surrounding Fort
Union, for it was there that Mountain and Cimarron branches of the trail
converged for the final trek to Santa Fe and where many plainly visible ruts
remain as physical documentation of the Santa Fe Trail saga.
The narrative is enhanced by a photographic section of aerial views of
trail landmarks and ruts. Despite a few editorial errors, the book features
Utley's solid prose and skill at synthesis, although readers familiar with Utley's
work will readily notice that his writing style of thirty years ago lacks the
fluidity and maturity found in his current books like Cavalier in Buckskin. Nevertheless, this study represents a brief, but valuable, overview of Santa Fe Trail
history, particularly pertaining to Fort Union and environs. It deserves the
attention of anyone interested in the Santa Fe Trail and western history.
Timothy A. Zwink
Northwestern Oklahoma State University

Wildest of the Wild West: True Tales of a Frontier Town on the Santa Fe Trail. By
Howard Bryan. (Santa Fe: Clear Light Publishers, 1988. xiii + 269 pp. Illustrations, map, bibliography, index. $17.95.)
Howard Bryan needs no introduction to New Mexicans. His weekly column, "Off the Beaten Path," appeared in The Albuquerque Tribune for more than
thirty years. In that column Bryan made significant use of New Mexico newspapers, using them frequently as the basis for his column on historic events
and personages. The newspapers, particularly those from the territorial period,
frequently provided both colorful descriptions and humorous verbage. In compiling this book Bryan has pulled many of the stories from "Off the Beaten
Path."
Bryan's focus is Las Vegas, New Mexico in the territorial period. Of the
thirty-six stories in this book, fourteen are devoted to the "trail era" and twentytwo fall in the period after the arrival of the railroad in 1879. There are accounts
of the arrival of General Kearny and the American army in 1846, Kit Carson,
and Giovanni Maria Agostine, the Hermit of Hermit's Peak. There are descriptions of the activities of Hyman Neill, better known as Hoodoo Brown, the
leader of the so-called Dodge City Gang that ruled East Las Vegas. Brown was
justice of the peace and was associated with gunman, "mysterious Dave"
Mather, Dave Rudabaugh and others. There is an emphasis on violent incidents, but there also is an account of Monte Verde or Bell Siddons, a former
Missouri socialite and Confederate spy, as well as early movie-making with
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Tom Mix and Romaine Fielding and the Jack Johnson heavyweight fight of
1912.
Bryan relies heavily on Las Vegas newspapers for his stories. He includes
a brief list of sources but might have used additional titles with profit. The
book is well illustrated and has a good introduction by Max Evans, one of New
Mexico's finest writers.
Richard N. Ellis
Center of Southwest Studies, Fort Lewis College

Brand Book Number Eight, San Diego Corral of the Westerners. Edited by Clifford
M. Graves. (San Diego: San Diego Corral of the Westerners, 1987. xvi + 263
pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes, index. $39.00.)
If one were about to undertake a long visit to some foreign land, where
books and magazines in English were going to be hard to come by, the one
new book to take would be the 20th anniversary edition of the San Diego
Corral of the Westerners' Brand Book Number Eight. This handsome book was
a long time in birthing. Dr. Clifford L. Graves, who edited it, unfortunately
died midway through production of the book. The editorial board that finished
the job deserves triple bouquets. It is highly desirable in any historian's library,
and a fine memorial to Dr. Graves'inspirationalleadership.
Such a mix of rare delights! Like a multicourse historian's banquet, starting
with an appetizer/foreword by historian John Porter Bloom, twenty major
articles are the meat of the book.
The first piece by George M. Ellis on Life and Times of the Mountain Man
in the Southwest, 1815-1832, alone is worth the price of the book. He not only
provides a solid overview of the fur trade period, but offers tidbits of writings
from the period. One can discover how to read "beaver sign," and what comprised the fur trapper's typical day, as described in the 1840s by Frederick
Ruxton, the young English travel writer (and perhaps British spy). Black powder rifle fans will nod in agreement with Ellis' commentaries on the famed
Hawken guns, the mountain man's clothing, food, shelter, and "possibles."
Now, a partial listing of the other varied courses in this sumptuous historical book banquet: "From Horse Opera to Hamlet: Early Shakespearean
Actors and the Gold Rush," by Shirley S. Allen; "Banditry in California, 18501880, Myth or Reality," by Bud McKanna; "Women Workers in the West, 18601900," by Gloria R. Lothrop; "Enemy Navajos as Scouts for the Army," by
Clifford E. Trafzer.
There are five "Early Days in San Diego" monographs, including a fascinating discourse on funerary practices in San Diego, 1820-1900. Author Sally
Bullard Thornton chronicles many of the customs of the Indians, Jews, Mexicans, clergy, military, Catholics, Mormons, Chinese and Blacks. I would have
liked to know what foods these groups traditionally served to mourners.
Another bit of fun reading is the diary of Sam Cameron, 1888-1903, a
pioneer San Diego rancher. Edited by a knowledgeable San Diegoan, Ila Alvarez, the diary is intimate and readable ... a real slice of life in earthquakeridden California country one hundred years ago.
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The Hispanic Southwest and the Hispanic Navy in the Pacific are two more
chapter headings with monographs, some short, some long on a variety of
topics: A Bavarian priest's visit to the Colorado River in 1744, with his letters
translated; Cosoy, the first Spanish stop in Alta California; and a piece on the
early Spanish community of San Vicente Ferrer, the military capitol of La
Frontera.
Section Six of the Brand Book features a biographical article on Abraham
P. Nasatir, the salty, beloved teacher of several generations of western historians. This is followed by a piece by "Abe" himself. It's a gentle autobiographical
textbook on how to develop historical scholarship. His adventures in the French
and Spanish archives should be required reading for any researcher.
A brief biography of San Diego historian, newspaper journalist, and boat
book author Jerry MacMullen by Gregg Chandler includes MacMullen's role
in the saving and restoration of the Star of India sailing ship, now a proud
symbol of San Diego's maritime history.
The final chapter of the book features two artists' views of the world:
Bonita, California sculptor Mehl Lawson, a forty-seven-year-old artist whose
love affair with horses dates to his early childhood. His line drawings of saddles
and tack are gems, and the color plates of his sculptures have a burnt orange
background which sets them off wonderfully.
The final monograph is by Horace L. Dodd. It is titled "The Illustrated
Oregon Trail" and is a description of Parkman, his famous book, The Oregon
Trail, and how it has been illustrated by various artists over the past 142 years.
Included here are pages of color plates of Oregon Trail illustrations by major
artists: Darley, Remington, Wyeth, Dixon, Jackson, Benton, Daugherty, and
01' Charlie Russell. Fascinating, and a delight!
Run, don't walk! Buy a copy for your reading pleasure, and for your library.
Not many this good corne down the pike!
Sam'l P. Arnold
The Fort, Morrison, Colorado

Crockett at Two Hundred: New Perspectives on the Man and the Myth. Edited by
Michael A. Lofaro and Joe Cummings. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 1989. xxvi + 252 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
The focus of this collection of ten essays, originally presented at a 1986
symposium celebrating the bicentennial of Crockett's birth, is the relationship
between David Crockett-the historical personage, the "man" of the book's
subtitle-and Davy Crockett-the partially self-created legendary character,
the "myth." Many of the essayists have written about Crockett before, and
their enthusiasm and affection for him pervades the entire volume.
The essays are framed by "A Crockett Chronology" and "Following Davy's
Trail: A Crockett Bibliography" by Miles Tanenbaum. The chronology by Michael Lofaro includes both events in Crockett's life and significant manifestations of Crockett in scholarly and popular literature as well as on stage and
screen; the bibliography by Miles Tanenbaum comprises almost 900 items,
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including films, recordings, comic books, and juvenile literature as well as
primary documents and scholarly works.
After ~alter Blair's brief overviw of Crockett's development as a hero,
Dan Kilgore in "Why Davy Didn't Die" and Paul Hutton in "Davy Crockett:
An Exposition on Hero Worship" consider Crockett's death at the Alamo. Both
authors point out that contemporary accounts of the Alamo reported that
Crockett had been captured and executed by Santa Anna. This death was an
accepted part of Crockett's heroic image until it was superceded in the 1950s
by the Walt DisneylJohn Wayne version in which Crockett dies in the heat of
battle, a transformation, Hutton says, that represents "the absolute triumph
of popular culture over historical fact" (p. 36).
In "David Crockett and the Rhetoric of Tennessee Politics," Michael Montgomery describes the use that Tennessee politicians, most notably Estes Kefauver, have made of Crockett's image. In "Celebrating Crockett in Tennessee,"
Joe Cummings provides a context for Montgomery's argument by explaining
Crockett's status as Tennessee's only state-wide hero.
Crockett's connection with popular culture is the subject of "Crockett and
Nineteenth-Century Music," in which Charles Wolfe considers in meticulous
detail the impact of Crockett on American musical traditions, both as the subject
of compositions and as a fiddler, and of William Jamborsky's "Davy Crockett
and the Tradition of the Westerner in American Cinema," which sketches in
rather vague terms the lineaments of Davy Crockett as a cinematic "westerner."
The only essay that strays from the central theme of the volume is Michael
Lofaro's "Riproarious Shemales: Legendary Women in the Tall Tale World of
Davy Crockett." More pertinent is John Seelye's "Cats, Coons, Crocketts, and
Other Furry Critters: Or, Why Davy Wears an Animal for a Hat," which offers
the intriguing argument that nineteenth-century theatrical characterizations of
Crockett as an avatar of the European Wild Man ultimately lie behind Owen
Wister's The Virginian. Finally, in "The Real Davy Crocketts: Creative Autobiography and the Invention of His Legend," Richard Houck considers the
process by which Crockett-like another American hero, Benjamin Franklininvented himself through his autobiography. In doing so, Houck explains the
power of the "truthful fiction" of myth to transcend historical fact.
Despite the focus of the essays on the relationship between history and
myth in the Crockett image, there is no general consideration of the cultural
role of heroes or the process by which historical figures are transformed into
legendary ones. There are some epigrammatic comments on this issue scattered
throughout the volume, but no sustained discussion within which Crockett's
chameleon-like nature could be considered and his longevity as an American
hero explained. Such a discussion might have strengthened an already useful
and eminently readable volume.
Barbara Allen
University of Notre Dame
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Alamo Soldiers: An Armchair Historian's Guide to the Defenders of the Alamo. By
Phil Rosenthal. (Hopatcong, New Jersey: A-Team Productions, 1989. 175 pp.
Illustrations, bibliography. $12.95 paper.)
Anyone who dares write, publish or do anything on the subject of the
1836 battle of the Alamo runs the risk of coming under immediate and heated
fire. Phil Rosenthal joined the ranks in an attempt to make the siege and battle
of the Alamo easier to understand for the so-called "armchair" historians. The
result, Alamo Soldiers, goes slightly beyond that mission, offering in addition
thumbnail sketches of the Alamo defenders and survivors. While the work
does present some interesting conclusions on the subject, it certainly falls short
of being a definitive work (if any Alamo book can be considered such).
Alamo historians and buffs who prefer the traditional view of the Alamo
battle will not be disappointed. Rosenthal's accounting of the March 6 battle
follows traditional methods without exploring reinterpretations of participants'
accounts. An example of this is Rosenthal's version of the Mexican attack.
Using the attack, fall back, reform, attack, etcetera format, the narrative quickly
develops into the usual three-assault version of the battle (which Mexican
accounts do not support) or even Hollywood's version of Mexican troops advancing "slowly and steadily" (despite the fact that they started the assault
within rifle range of the Alamo and advanced at the double). As a veteran of
close order combat himself, Rosenthal tries to explain the confusion and terror
of such an event. But in his careful attempt to give the reader an understanding
of nineteenth-century combat, Rosenthal explains how the defenders, "looking
straight:' took careful aim at the advancing Mexican columns (this would have
been rather difficult since most of the final battle took place in the pre-dawn
darkness). Other failures include the insinuation that Mexican rifle companies
were pulled out of the barracks fighting to allow the Grenadier companies to
"burn out" the defenders. The absence of footnotes to the narrative prevents
the reader from checking sources on his own to assuage any curiosity.
Much stronger and more useful are the thumbnail sketches of the various
Alamo participants. These, however, are limited to those on the Texan side of
the battle. A more careful job at proofing the copy by the publisher may have
eliminated such errors as Ben (Colonel Almonte's servant) being listed as John
(Francis Desauque's slave who died in the Alamo); or South Carolina's Nullification Crisis taking place in 1830 (instead of 1832) or that Alamo courier
James Bonham died on March 3, 1836 (instead of March 6).
As Rosenthal himself admits, new research continues to surface. New
documentation that has become available within the last year shows that former
Bexar commander James Neill did, in fact, leave the garrison to seek supplies
and back pay for the garrison. New evidence also suggests that the so-called
Isaac Millsaps letter from the Alamo, which Rosenthal relies on frequently and
quotes in full, was proven to be a carefully done fake.
Rosenthal has inserted an interesting side chapter on the World War II
unit called the Alamo Rangers. Such a unit is, however, in keeping with a
history of Alamo military companies that include the earlier Alamo Rangers
(Nicaragua, 1858) and the Alamo City Guards (1861).
The most disappointing aspect of the book is that is contains no actual
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paintings, drawings or (in the case of survivors) photographs of the Alamo
participants. Instead, original drawings are offered which are based on motion
picture stills. As a result, Davy Crockett resembles Gary Cooper, Jim Bowie
and Ernest Borgine share the same features and one Alamo defender appears
to be Michael Caine. Regretfully, maps of Texas, the Alamo, and San Antonio
at the time of the battle are absent.
Alamo visitors, buffs, and armchair historians who simply want a quick
glance at the people who fought and died at the Alamo will find this book of
interest. Alamo historians who want a better understanding of the human
experience that transpired at the Alamo will have to:wait a little longer.
Kevin Young
San Antonio, Texas

Through Indian Country to California: John P. Sherburne's Diary of the Whipple
Expedition, 1853-1854. Edited by Mary McDougall Gordon. (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1988. xiv + 285 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.50.)
In 1853, John P. Sherburne enthusiastically joined Lieutenant Arnie! W.
Whipple's railroad survey through Indian Territory, the enchanted land of New
Mexico, the magnificent mountain country of Arizona, and on to the Pacific.
The 1,822-mile journey lasting eight months was one of four main expeditions
ordered by Congress to settle sectional disputes over the best railroad route
between the mid-West and the Pacific coast.
Sherburne's diary details the steady progress of the expedition, the amicable relations with the Hispanic natives of New Mexico and the various Indian
tribes throughout the journey, the struggle with the environment of intense
heat and cold, and the days of work on half 'rations. Surprisingly, the team
experienced little sickness but much cooperation, camaraderie, and joy on
reaching milestones like the Colorado River, where Dr. John M. Bigelow broke
out eight bottles of brandy.
Whipple was an accomplished surveyor, astronomer, and explorer, and
he chose scientific and technical members for their capability and experience.
Four had served with him on the United States-Mexican boundary survey.
Sherburne's companion, William White, Jr., had served under Whipple and
Charles Radziminski, Principal Assistant Surveyor. Other scientific members
joined the expedition on the recommendation of the Smithsonian Institute.
Thus, Whipple selected individuals for their ability, but with one exception:
brother-in-law Sherburne had been "found" at West Point for failing chemistry.
Gordon does an outstanding job of editing Sherburne's diary. She divides
the journey (along the 35th parallel) into six distance-time segments, each
illustrated by an excellent map. She provides background in a comprehensive
introduction and adds an afterword since Sherburne ended his diary abruptly
when the expedition reached Los Angeles. The afterword satisfies the reader's
need to know the result of Whipple's survey and Sherburne's subsequent
downhill life. Gordon thoughtfully adds an appendix of biographical sketches
of key members of the expedition.
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Whipple, too, kept a daily journal in addition to scientific recordings. Other
members besides Sherburne did likewise. Hence, the editor expands the meaning of Sherburne's entries by including occasional excerpts from Whipple,
Lieutenant David S. Stanley (quartermaster), Lieutenant John C. Tidball (escort
officer), and Balduin H. M6llhausen (artist), whose professional sketches of
Indians and scenes portray the then little-known but captivating land.
What contribution do Sherburne and his colleagues make to history? Perhaps G~rdon sums it up best: "For historians of the Southwest, the detailed,
illustrated reports of the Whipple expedition remain fascinating archives, conveying as they do a rich':history of a region long since changed and of a way
of life forever lost" (p. 234).
Francis C. Kajencki
El Paso, Texas

The Ragged Rebel: A Common Soldier in W. H. Parsons' Texas Cavalry, 1861-1865.
By B. P. Gallaway. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1988. xiv + 186 pp.
Maps, notes, bibliog~aphy, index. $19.95.)
This biography of David Carey Nance should be a welcome addition to
any Civil War bookshelf, for it presents the conflict from a rarely seen viewpoint, that of an enlisted Confederate cavalryman in the trans-Mississippi
theater. His was not the mythical Civil War of cavaliers defending their cotton
fields, of great and climactic battles, of neatly organized and executed campaigns; Nance's experience was one of muck and grime, enervating heat,
ubiquitous mosquitoes, constant lack of supplies, long periods of bivouac,
boredom, and inactivity, and occasional operations resulting in small, inconclusive, but bloody engagements with always more-numerous and much better-supplied Yankee forces.
David Nance was a religiously-oriented young man whose family disliked
slavery and whose father strongly opposed his son's enlistment. But young
Nance, viewing the war as a great adventure and believing in the Southern
right of self-determination, enlisted with his friends in William H. Parsons'
Brigade of Texas Cavalry. Any of Nance's illusions about the glorious adventure
of war soon vanished. Besides deprivations and camp routine, young Nance
was wounded three times at the battle of Cache River in Arkansas in 1862,
nearly incinerated in a powder mill explosion in 1863, and wounded twice
during the Red River campaign in Louisiana in 1864. Not surprisingly, Nance
was convinced that his survival of the war was the result of a heavy dose of
Divine Providence. Following the conflict, Nance returned to Texas, raised a
family, farmed, studied the Bible, and wrote of his wartime experiences.
Professor B. P. Gallaway of Abilene Christian University had excellent
materials from which to construct this biography. He relied primarily on the
copious writings about his life by Nance, which have been preserved by his
descendants. Those sources allow Gallaway to fill his narrative with a wealth
of personal details about the daily experiences of Nance and his comrades. In
addition Gallaway is able to draw upon published personal memoirs of men
in Parsons' Brigade and associated units to produce an excellent account of a
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lesser-known theater of the Civil War. Gallaway might have further deepened
his research by greater use of the resources at the National Archives, but he
assembled an impressive array of primary and secondary sources nonetheless.
Gallaway is to be highly commended for excellent use of his material. He
has produced a solid piece of scholarship, written in a clear, flowing style
which should appeal not only to specialists in the field but to more general
readers interested in viewing the personal side of the western theater. While
Gallaway concentrates on Nance himself, he is careful to keep the reader
apprised of the more general situation in Arkansas and Louisiana, where neither side seemed able to win a decisive victory chiefly because of supply
problems. The maps provided are well-executed and appropriately detailed.
Altogether, it is a fine book.
Mark J. Stegmaier
Cameron University

A Creek Warrior for the Confederacy: The Autobiography of Chief G. W. Grayson.
Edited by W. David Baird. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xvii
+ 181 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95.)
George Washington Grayson, whose late-in-life autobiography has been
published as A Creek Warrior for the Confederacy, was a fair-skinned, red-haired,
mixed-blood Creek Indian who served in an Indian regiment under the Cherokee general, Stand Watie. In his detailed footnotes, editor W. David Baird
painstakingly traces the regiment's whereabouts in several campaigns to elucidate Grayson's particular military role. More than Grayson's narrative, Baird's
footnotes provide information about military action on the western front. The
book will be of interest to Civil War aficionados on that basis alone.
The book's title is somewhat misleading, however, for Grayson's soldiering lasted for less than two years, and the drawing on the dust jacket, of a
Confederate soldier in uniform, is from a photograph of one of Grayson's
friends, not of the author himself. Grayson's battle accounts, written as they
were for family record, were concerned with personal survival and with his
own and his tribesmen's bravery and honor, thus reflecting an Indian warrior
tradition. Although Grayson's family owned slaves, he did not write about
either the issue of slavery or the ideology of the war to save the Union. Most
of Grayson's narrative, in fact, details his recollections of events from his
traditional Creek childhood and his adult experiences as a respected leader of
the Creek nation, events that were, at best, tangential to the war.
The most intriguing aspect of Grayson's narrative for this reviewer emerges
from his mixed-blood, or metis, heritage. The Creeks, one of the Five Civilized
Tribes, had a long tradition of self-government. They ran their own schools,
and Grayson was proud of his education. His fluency in both Creek and English
enabled him to serve on several occasions as tribal negotiator after the war.
Baird points out, however, that "as acculturated as he was, Grayson owed his
status among the Creeks to very traditional social customs" (p. 27). This ambivalence is evident in the care with which Grayson established his ancestry.
Although he traced his Scottish surname through his father, his influence
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within the tribe was due to his mother's lineage, not his father's. Grayson's
pride in his mixed ancestry, his occasional condescension toward tribal fullbloods, and his accommodation to the non-Indian world, particularize the
traditional factionalism within the tribe.
As Baird suggests, Grayson's autobiography will mean different things to
different readers. Despite the fact that the two maps included are barely adequate, Baird's skillful editing and his extensive footnotes do illuminate the
Civil War campaigns of the Indian regiments. At the same time, his use of
family photographs and his extensive research into tribal archives provide a
broader context for Grayson's very personal narrative.
Dorothy R. Parker
Albuquerque

Justified by Honor: Highlights in the Life of General James William Denver. Edited
by Edward Magruder Cook. (Falls Church, Virginia: Higher Education Publications, 1988. 176 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography. $14.95.)
This volume compiled and edited by Edward Magruder Cook is a collection
of carefully selected short stories in the life of General James William Denver.
Although the editor strove to present scholarly credibility to each section, the
book is a product more of the glorification of a man than research.
Each segment of the book is centered primarily on Denver's achievements
as another American patriot who had been "guided by Providence," enabling
him to accomplish and master whatever task appealed to him. It is also quite
evident that Denver had a passion for adventure and established personal
goals to accomplish his endeavors.
Early in his career, Denver earned a law degree. But from his decision to
volunteer his services during the Mexican-American War of 1846 to his retirement from military service in 1864, Denver insisted on engaging in life experiences, experiential if you will, that no doubt helped to shape his character.
Throughout the book the editor has emphasized Denver's vigorous pursuit of
unusual and suspenseful activities.
An interesting episode in the life of James W. Denver is contained in a
daily journal which he kept during a hazardous five month journey to the
California gold fields in 1850. During this time, keeping quality journals was
a difficult task. As a trained attorney, Denver supplied an accurate record of
his new adventure.
Recurrent themes in this work concern the relative continuity of new
experiences accompanied by a pragmatic style. Rather than spending time
mining for gold the young attorney decided to try his luck in politics. Later,
Denver decided to seek a state office that paid off when his constituency elected
him to the California state senate. Then President James Buchanan appointed
him governor of Kansas. When the Civil War erupted President Lincoln appointed Denver to the rank of brigadier general. Tiring of this lifestyle, Denver
resigned his commission and established his own law firm in Washington,
D.C.
Maps, illustrations, and pictures complement the narrative presenting
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quality work. As an added feature, the editor has utilized poems and letters
in tribute to General James William Denver. Readers will no doubt enjoy the
adventures and confrontations portrayed in this book.
Donald R. Lavash
Santa Fe

Mormons and Their Historians. By Davis Bitton and Leonard J. Arrington. (Salt
Lake City; University of Utah Press, 1988. xiii + 200 pp. Illustrations, notes,
index. $20.00.)
Davis Bitton and Leonard Arrington have written a useful book that in
fewer than 200 pages simultaneously undertakes two major tasks; to explain
the evolution of Mormon history to non-Mormons and at the same time explain
the work of professionally trained historians to a sometimes suspicious hierarchy within the Mormon church. I believe they succeed admirably in the
former, and if they fail in the latter, it will not be for lack of effort, sincerity,
or clarity.
,
History holds an important place in the Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints, to which anyone who has visited their archives in Salt Lake City
can attest. This includes not just the Book of Mormon and the well-known
genealogical work related to Morman theology, but also diaries and personal
and local histories that seek to discern and record God's hand in the movement.
The species of history most closely identified with the early Mormon
Church was that which might best serve to strengthen belief and even to win
new converts. As happened in other denominations, tension arose when
professionally trained historians, both Mormon and non-Mormon, took a different approach that some church leaders feared would undermine the faith.
To illustrate, these matters, Bitton and Arrington take an essentially biographical approach to Mormon historiography. They begin with Willard Richards, the church's first Historian and Recorder, then detail the beginnings of
"scientific" history within the church, and finally discuss the professionalization of Mormon history in the hands of Richard L. Bushman, Jan Shipps,
Charles S. Peterson, and others. Along the way, the authors discuss the work
of Bernard DeVoto, Fawn M. Brodie, Dale L. Morgan, and Juanita Brooks.
In sum, Mormons and Their Historians is probably the most thoughtful overview of Mormon history today. The only problem is that Bitton and Arrington
are much too modest to devote much space to analyzing their own important
contributions.
Carlos A. Schwantes
University of Idaho

Mormons at the Missouri, 1846-1852 "And Should We Die. ... " By Richard E.
Bennett. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xii + 347 pp. Illustrations, maps, chart, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
The experiences of members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints have shaped many Western communities. Mormon history is ably discussed in Wallace Stegner's The Gathering of Zion and Leonard Arrington and
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Davis Bitton's The Mormon Experience, while Newell Bringhurst's BrigJuzrn. Young
and the Expanding American Frontier also traces the church's evolution. Maureen
Ursenbach Beecher and Davis Bitton have recently edited a volume with nineteen articles that assess Mormonism through a wide range of social and religious perspectives. However, these works given relatively little attention to
the crucial period from 1846 to 1852. During these years, the church dealt with
Joseph Smith's death, while Brigham Young and several rivals claimed rights
of leadership. While most Mormons left Nauvoo, the majority lived for years
in such hastily created pioneer communities as Winter Quarters, Nebraska,
and Kanesville, Iowa, where they were joined by thousands of new British
converts. Richard Bennett's Mormons at the Missouri, 1846-1852 studies this
pioneer experience and its impact upon Mormonism.
Bennett has created a solid and well-researched account of the Winter
Quarters years. As he notes, the church shrank to a hard core between 1843
and 1852, since 5,000 Mormons left the church, many became followers of
James Strang, James Emmett, and other leaders, and at least 1,000 died of
hunger and illness. Young faced great challenges in asserting his authority and
in promoting Mormon cooperation. Some members accused him of favoritism
towards his numerous adopted sons, while he had to deal with both friendly
and hostile federal agents, and a series of mutually hostile Indian nations.
Young organized the Winter Quarters people into a firm ward structure, and
planned the gradual move to the Great Salt Lake. Both the Mormon administrative system and increasingly overt polygamy emerged as important facets
of the church. The latter development caused great dismay for some male
church members, and for many of the original wives of Mormon men. Bennett
presents a solid study of the evolution of the L.D.S. church during the crucial
Winter Quarters shaping years.
Jeffrey P. Brown
New Mexico State University

Establishing Zion: The Mormon Church in the American West, 1846-1869. By Eugene
+ 346 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $20.95.)
E. Campbell. (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1988. ix

This book is both a pleasure and a disappointment to read. Written by the
late Eugene Campbell, long-time professor of Mormon and Utah history at
Brigham Young University, it is well-informed, ably organized, ,and highly
readable. As the publisher's foreword notes it also reflects Campbell's determination not to "knowingly teach" what "will have to" be unlearned later (p.
ix). Yet in the sense that it is a narrative rather than an explanation it is
disappointing.
Campbell was a master of organization and historical vents. In nineteen
chapters he tells of colonization, communal economic development, the lure
of mining, railroading, and outside commerce, and the struggle of Church and
State. His most innovative chapters are on Mormons and Indians, and on
doctrinal and institutional developments. Mechanically his presentation is first
rate. Succinct introductions set each chapter up. Good transitions and superbly
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crafted topic sentences carry the reader along easily. Care in depth of detail
and narrative accuracy also make it an exciting reading experience even for
one who has spent his own life in study of the same materials.
The burden Campbell placed on superior presentation of narrative is heavy,
however. The book originated as a volume in what general editor and then
church historian Leonard Arrington hoped would be a sesquicentennial opportunity to showcase how far the accessibilty of Mormon records and diligent
professional historians had brought Mormon history since the works of the
previous generation of historians were published. As it turned out the series
never achieved the "official"stature some hoped for and the scattered volumes
that have been published show a decided flare for "the New Mormon History's"
preoccupation with religious beginnings and the "church worldwideism" so
dominant in official Mormon circles. Campbell's volume is Western regionalism's best chance to demonstrate the breakthroughs abundant records and
professionalized scholarship might make. But the methodology is narrative,
not analytical. It is meticulous in taking new scholarship into narrative consideration but does not use it cumulatively to make new scholarship in its own
right. The product, while a distinct improvement on the earlier narratives of
the Mormon regionalism, does not succeed in reclaiming Mormon history for
Western America, leaving it clearly in the realm of the New Mormon History,
itself a product of the church worldwide.
While the publishers have managed to get Establishing Zion into print a
combination of Campbell's untimely death and editorial mistakes at Signature
Books brings a flawed book to readers. There are no notes identifying Campbell's sources. Also disconcerting are "parenthetical" footnotes that seem to
compress Campbell's text more than to bring added detail to light. Worst of
all, someone seems to lay initiative for the Mountain Meadows Massacre at
the feet of southern Utah's Indians (pp. 250-51). I cannot believe it was Eugene
Campbell, who lived by his rule not to knowingly teach what would have to
be unlearned.
Charles S. Peterson
St. George, Utah

Shalam: Utopia on the Rio Grande 1881-1907. By Lee Priestley. (EI Paso: Texas
Western Press, 1988. 62 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography. $10.00 cloth,
$5.00 paper.)
Where can one purchase a good book, well illustrated and documented
for only five dollars? Why, at the Texas Western Press, of course.
"Can Shalam Colony, a dream of utopia on the Rio Grande, be called a
failure? Not unless selfless dedication to an ideal, belief that humankind can
grow toward perfection, and hope for a better life for all fail to move the world,
however slowly and painfully, toward heaven on earth."
So ends a detailed description of a twenty-six-year-Iong effort by Dr. John
Ballou Newbrough to serve the homeless in a colony near Las Cruces, New
Mexico.
In chapters one and two the author gives a well-researched background
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of Newbrough and his philosophy. His spiritualism embraced caring for the
poor and outcasts, a strict diet, and daily meditation. Through spirit-controlled
automatic writing, the dentist from New York produced Oahspe, a new bible.
In this bible were contained the prescriptions for righteous living and the
prediction of the New Mexico colony.
After some legal battles within the leadership, the physical structures were
quick to emerge on the fertile flood plain. A home for the children, mostly
from New Orleans, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Kansas City, was followed
quickly by a gymnasium, storerooms, boiler and pump houses, a blacksmith
shop, dairy barns, stables, alfalfa storage sheds, a cheese factory, an apiary,
poultry barns, etc. By 1890 there were thirty-five buildings on 1,490 acres. With
a three-to-one student to teacher ratio, Shalam education emphasized reading
and memory training.
After Newbrough's death more and more difficulties befell the colony. The
rebellious character of the children and the supposed immoral behavior of
some of the adults in the colony created a poor reputation in the county. During
the leadership of Andrew Howland, the colony expanded and prospered briefly.
Economic failure added to the other difficulties. In 1907, Shalam closed forever.
According to the author, many Faithists still enjoy reading Oahspe.
Not quite as benevolent a treatment of the Newbrough project can be
found in "The Land of Shalom," in History of New Mexico (2 vols., Los Angeles:
Pacific States Publishing Company, 1907), I: 511-18, where words such as scam,
fraud, and wretched fiasco are used. Perhaps, history is a study of perspectives
after all.
T. Karl H. Wuersching
New Mexico State University, Alamogordo

Land of Bright Promise: Advertising the Texas Panhandle and South Plains, 18701917. By Jan Blodgett. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1988. ix + 153 pp.
Illustrations, map, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $15.95.)
A slim, deceptively subtitled volume, Land of Bright Promise is more than
a specialized study of the role of advertising in attracting settlement to northwestern Texas during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Instead
the book surveys the breadth of the colonization process and highlights the
contributions of railroads, ranchers, newspapers, land agents, and townsite
companies.
With cheap land as a lure, colonizers employed sales methods perfected
in the Midwest and creative strategies of their own design to dispell prevailing
perceptions of the region as an inhospitable wilderness teeming with "savages"
and useless to farmers. Apart from colorful hyperbole, however, most land
salesmen shunned fraud and accurately represented the lands they were selling. And unlike their counterparts in earlier land booms in California, Florida,
and elsewhere on the Great Plains, Panhandle agents generally discouraged
speculation and inexperienced settlers. They sought instead financially sound
prospects and even assisted some of them in improving their property.
The book builds upon but does not substantially alter the conclusions of
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others who have written on the subject. The author is particularly indebted,
for example, to David Gracy's groundbreaking but obscure survey of northwestern Texas colonization, his case study of George Littlefield's fruitful settlement schemes, and his brief biographical articles on W. P. Soash, one of the
Panhandle land promoters.
Perhaps the book's most important contribution lies in its examination of
the motives and expectations of settlers. To many, the new land promised
health for the sick, spiritual independence for religious minorities, and a fresh
start for diverse ethnic groups. Armed with technology, supported by railroads
and honed by raw experience, most of the newcomers eventually overcame
the isolation and semi-arid conditions that had repelled others.
Handsomely packaged, the work includes useful statistical tables which
attest to the success of the land promoters in attracting a productive farm
population. The final appendix even contains the words to songs and poems
devised by boosters to help peddle land. Unsophisticated and often humorous,
such ditties are fitting reminders of the vigor, hope, and inspiration which
attended one of the last major migrations of homeseekers in the West.
B. Byron Price
National Cowboy Hall of Fame

Blessed Assurance: At Home With the Bomb in Amarillo, Texas. By A. G. Mojtabai.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xvi + 255 pp. Notes,
index. $10.95 paper.)
In a classic work of the. early twentieth century, Thomas Mann uses the
vehicle of "The Magic Mountain" to explore the impact of various forces on
modem man. An obsession that runs through the book is the symbolism of
the shape of the mountain-a human breast. In a similar way, A. G. Mojtabai
uses the symbolism of the Pantex nuclear weapons assembly plant to emote
on comparative religions. Although a professed Jew, Mojtabai has filled Blessed
Assurance with subtle criticism of Catholics, Fundamentalists, Evangelists, First
Baptists, and others. The harangue becomes a bit boring.
Pantex is but one of seven production plants of the nuclear weapons
complex. The others are Bendix, Rocky Flats, Pinellas, Mound, Y-12, and Savannah River. This complex, along with the three weapons laboratorie&-Livermore, Sandia, and Los Alamo&-form the basis for all nuclear weapons in
the nation's stockpile. Mojtabai has chosen Pantex because of the symbolism
offered by the fact that this one site is where all components are brought
together for final assembly. Beyond that symbolism, there is little to commend
Pantex for her special attention.
Mojtabai has filled her book with the classical distrust of artists for those
technically trained. While it is appropriate to consult a cleric for solace when
facing major surgery, one would hardly engage a minister to actually perform
an appendectomy. And yet, Mojtabai has restricted her consultations on technical matters of nuclear weapons and the national policy of strategic deterrence
to men of the cloth or lay critics. The impression is that the technical specialists
are somehow involved in a sinister plot, in conjunction with politicians, to
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end the world in a nuclear holocaust, and that only the ministrations of the
divine can intercede. Just as Jane Fonda and Robert Redford are not experts
in nuclear matters (although they are often quoted as if they were), Mojtabai's
frequent discussions with or quotations of Mr. Baggarly (country newspaper
editor, famed throughout the panhandle), Rev. Charles Jones (pastor of Second
Baptist Church), and Bishop Leroy Theodore Matthiesen (Roman Catholic
Bishop), confers on them an unjustified stature in nuclear weapons (particularly the "neutron bomb" with which Mojtabai has a particular fascination),
foreign policy, or the threats that these weapons are designed to counter.
Shortly after my arrival at Los Alamos, the nuclear weapons laboratory in
the Jemez Mountains of north-central New Mexico, I became aware of bus
loads of tourists who were on escorted tours through the roads of the facilities.
At first it was amusing to be subject to the working end of a camera, although
without the prerogative of the Native Americans to charge a dollar for a picture.
After a few months, it became less amusing to the point where the attentions
of the gawkers goes absolutely unnoticed. To her consternation, Mojtabai was
accorded the same non-celebrity status as the nameless faces on the buses.
The account of one interview with T. Boone Pickens was particularly enlightening. The questioner-Mojtabai-was brushed aside with the quiet annoyance
of one who has more important things to think about than responding to the
questions of a mountains-from-molehills builder. Pickens indeed had something more important to worry about. In this case, the possible location of a
nuclear waste repository in the panhandle of Texas. The contrast was delicious,
although the significance seems to have escaped Mojtabai. Pickens was more
concerned with the possible location of a nuclear waste repository than he was
with the actual location of a nuclear weapons assembly plant. Now there is
some substance for a scholarly work!
On May 26, 1946, an accident with a fatality occurred at one of the facilities
at Los Alamos. Dexter Masters prepared an eloquent commentary on the times
through a historical novel based on that event, The Accident. Throughout the
reading of Blessed Assurance I was disappointed that Mojtabai was unable to
do more with the material that she had at hand. The literature is full of documentaries on Hiroshima and its aftermath, and there are several excellent
historical novels based on the same ~aterial. Indeed, the fact of continuing
classification gives a novel-like character to even the best researched articles
in the open literature. I do not believe that Blessed Assurance will take a place
of prominence with the other literature on nuclear weapons, fact or fiction.
Richard E. Malenfant
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Passage from india: Asian Indian Immigrants in North America. By Joan M. Jensen.
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988. x + 350 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $32.50.)
Although this book by Joan M. Jensen is an important contribution to the
historical literature treating Asian immigration to the United States and Canada, it is not entirely what its title might suggest to most readers. It is essentially
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a study of American prejudice and discrimination against Asian Indians in
North America, and of extraordinary and regrettable measures that bureaucrats
and politicians took to prevent, restrict, and exclude Indians from entering
and becoming permanent residents and citizens in Canada and the United
States. Jensen describes how popular prejudice and xenophobia erupted in
riots in Bellingham, Washington, and Vancouver, British Columbia. She treats
in remarkable detail the surveillance various governments applied to Indian
immigrants, and includes an account of the part a "Hindu Conspiracy" played
in diplomatic affairs of the World War I period.
But readers who seek to enchance their understanding of Indian immigrant
society in North America will be disappointed. One cannot find an adequate
exposition of the large pattern of immigration in terms of numbers, age and
sex distributions, occupations, and the like. Perhaps this is because Jensen
has already published a worthy summary of such matters in the Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups. The explanation may also flow from the
fact that for the period treated (roughly the two decades from 1905 to 1925)
Indian immigration was very small in comparison to most other groups, Asian
or European. Indeed, one may conclude that the importance of Indian immigration lies not in the social history of these people and the institutions they
created to survive and prosper in North American societies, but in the ways
that unsavory political battles and maladroit judicial decisions influenced
American prejudice against these persons of Caucasian stock (to use the terminology of the time), whose dark skin color and whose "outlandish" habits,
customs, language, and religions old stock Americans found so strange.
Jensen's research is impeccable throughout. Her account is based primarily
on documentary evidence deftly interwoven with material drawn from secondary sources. Her international perspective adds strength. Few obvious
errors mar her text, although on page 231 two factual blunders are joined in
one sentence (the California author Frank Norris is confused with Senator
George Norris and Senator A. J. Gronna of North Dakota is assigned to Nebraska). Although Jensen tends to inundate her readers with more detail than
necessary to make the point at hand, she writes clearly and directly. In sum,
this book illuminates historical patterns of racial prejudice in the United States
and Canada, and thus advances the history of Asian Indian immigration to
North America.
Frederick C. Luebke
University of Nebraska, Lincoln

Oklahoma Populism: A History of the People's Party in the Oklahoma Territory. By
Worth Robert Miller. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xiii + 280
pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $22.50.)
Worth Robert Miller's Oklahoma Populism is an excellent example of the
historian's craft: well-written, impressively documented, and ultimately wise.
Let no one assume from the title that the author is concerned solely with
Oklahoma or, for that matter, Populism. Rather, he places the People's party
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in Oklahoma territory, 1889-1902, solidly in the tradition of egalitarian movements traceable back through Greenbackers and Knights of Labor to Jackson,
Jefferson, the American Revolution, and even beyond. In the twentieth century, American socialism drew important support from former Populists.
At the geographic convergence of southern and western Populism, Oklahoma provides an instructive place to study the phenomenon and its people.
What emerges represents one more nail in the coffin of Richard Hofstadter's
stereotypical Populist as a narrowminded, provincial bigot. Consistent with
other recent scholarship, Miller sees the typical Oklahoma Populist as one who
had legitimate grievances against the cosmopolitan world of laissez-faire capitalism, a humanist who valued people more than property. He does not pretend that Populists were always politically adept and he acknowledges their
antiprofessionalism and distrust of better-educated elites, but they were often
less racist than the Republicans and Democrats of their day. In an appendix
devoted to a "collective biography" of the territory's legislators, 1890-1901,
Miller finds validation of the Populist claim that their party, more than either
of the older ones, was "a party of the people."
Their problem in the 1890s was how to achieve their goals. Ultimately, a
contest developed between "fusionists" who favored expedient cooperation,
usually with the Democrats, and "middle-of-the-roaders" who felt such accommodation, even if it brought temporary success at the polls, would rob the
movement of its purity and grassroots appeal. Miller's sympathies lie with the
latter group and he argues that the fusionist strategy of 1896 (probably unavoidable after the Democrats nominated Bryan for President) sacrified the
promising gains made two years earlier and changed the course of American
political history.
In brief, this book has a lot to offer, including a sophisticated statistical
analysis of the territory's political profile and voting patterns and as fine a
bibliograhpical essay on the literature of Populism as this reviewer has seen.
The skillful narrative is built on a solid foundation of social science research.
One might have wished for more photographs of the leading characters and
the author's neglect of the impact of the Spanish American War on the declining
fortunes of Populism is puzzling, but such minor quibbles should not detract
from the importance of this scholarly contribution. It deserves the widest
possible readership.

F. Alan Coombs
University of Utah

Arizona at Seventy-Five: The Next Twenty-Five Years. Edited by Beth Luey and
Noel J. Stowe. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987. ix + 221 pp. Notes,
index. $25.00.)
The volume of essays grew out of a conference in 1987 commemorating
the seventy-fifth anniversary of statehood for Arizona. With its focus on the
years since 1912, the book surveys the history of the forty-eighth state. As a
kind of agenda for the centennial, it also directs attention to gaps in the scholarship dealing with the seventy-five years, which resulted from the excessive
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nostalgia for colorful subjects or from the exacting· task of understanding the
explosive growth of Arizona since World War II.
The first five essays discuss various aspects of several dominant themes.
Among them are the search for cultural identity, the significance of the Indian
and Hispanic heritage, the changes in the demographic composition of the
residents, the management of intensified urbanization, the shift of the economy
from copper, cotton, cattle, and climate to high-tech manufacturing, and the
importance of the environment. The arguments respond well to the editors'
splendid intention to bring everyone in Arizona face to face with the closing
decades of the twentieth century. The goal gains additional support in the
concluding three essays, which emphasize the role of historic preservation,
archival resources, and oral history as stepping stones for people who seek to
understand themselves through understanding the past.
The editors and six contributors are based in Arizona; one author is from
Texas. New Mexico is represented by two scholars who aptly work neglected
ground. Richard W. Etulain probes the complexities of culture as concept, its
significance as analytical tool within a regional setting, and then applies his
insights to a judicious assessment of Arizona literature, art, religion, and education. Gerald D. Nash skillfully places the transformation of the Arizona
economy into the context of larger economic changes. This allows him to assess
succinctly the characteristics of the economic development in Arizona as well
as to mention earlier generations faced with reshaping their economies. The
caliber of these two essays reflects well the quality of the entire collection
which marks an anniversary by stressing the future as one measure of its
significance.
Gunther Barth
University of Californitl, Berkeley

Early Prehistoric Agriculture in the American Southwest. By W. H. Wills. (Santa Fe:
School of American Research Press, 1988. xii + 184 pp. Illustrations, maps,
charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $27.50.)
This volume, a revision of the author's dissertation at the University of
Michigan, is another significant contribution from the Weatherhead Resident
Scholar Program at the School of American Research in Santa Fe. As the author
comments, "My objective in this book is to present a general economic explanation of the decision-making process that resulted in the adoption of fully
domesticated plants by prehistoric hunters-gatherers in the American Southwest" (p. 1). The title for the volume reflects this stated goal; the further
excavation of Bat Cave in 1981 and 1983 provided Wills with the basis for
reevaluating and reinterpreting the evidence from the cave deposits.
While Wills' basic premises stem from the 1948 work of Herbert W. Dick
at Bat Cave (1951, 1954, 1965) and the ideas of Emil W. Haury (1950, 1962), he
has included data from Tularosa Cave, Block Cave, Cordova Cave, and elsewhere. The discussion also cites comparative material from a host of papers
from subsequent researchers ranging well beyond Bat Cave. This broader data
base also provided an excellent opportunity to reevaluate the significance of
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various artifact types in terms of time and space distributions. Contributing
to this greater precision in the analysis and the interpretation of data were the
advancement in and refinement of radiocarbon dating procedures in the span
of time between the work of Dick and Haury and that of Wills. Revision of
the original radiocarbon dates for the corncobs from 6000 years ago to more
reliable radiocarbon dates of 3000-3500 years ago brought the Bat Cave data
into greater compatibility with results reported from elsewhere in the Southwest.
Aside from the reevaluation of the results of earlier field work and the
updating or reappraisal of interpretations of the cultural processes involved,
the volume by Wills dramatically illustrates other points in doing field work
and reporting. From Dick's decision not to excavate fully the deposits found
at Bat Cave, Wills was able to secure fresh evidence-data that could be analyzed within the context of greatly improved procedures. With Haury's willingness to advance hypotheses in light of the rather limited evidence available
some decades ago, Wills was able to update, revise, and refine certain of these
propositions. The present volume bears convincing witness to the value of
such procedures. Well aware of these matters, Wills saw fit to dedicate his
volume to Haury and Dick "and all the other pioneering students of southwestern agriculture"; he can be well satisfied with his important contributiona firm base from which further progress may be made!
Charles H. Lange
Santa Fe

Bacavi: Journey to Reed Springs. By Peter Whiteley. (Flagstaff: Northland Press,
+ 166 pp. Illustrations, tables, notes, bibliography. $14.95 paper.)

1988. xv

Shortly after the tum of the twentieth century, the village of Oraibi fragmented into the "friendlies" or progressives and the "hostiles" or religious
conservatives. Two new villages resulted from the split, Hotevilla and Bacavi.
In this book, the underlying causes of the split and the history of Bacavi are
traced.
Dr. Whiteley's thesis is iconoclastic in that he believes that the split did
not occur naturally but was deliberately engineered by leaders at Oraibi who
believed that only through sacrifice and separation could the Hopi world be
purged of evil, and that Oraibi had to be destroyed in order to be saved.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Whiteley's thesis is its corollary that
the leaders also decided that the heart of the ceremonial system had to be
destroyed, and only the shell allowed to remain. The reader was not convinced
of this thesis beyond the proverbial shadow of doubt, but Whiteley presents
a strong case. The "hostiles" who founded Bacavi included a disproportionately
large number of pavansinom ("ruling people") who held high religious offices.
Bacavi is now, however, a "commoner" village in which many Hopi calendrical
religious observances are not followed. Whiteley contends that at Bacavi there
was an emergence into a new world that was free of the spiritual excesses and
corruption that had developed at Oraibi. The irony is, of course, that Bacavi
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underwent a rapid and amazing transformation from intense opposition to
Anglo-American culture to great acceptance.
Bacavi: Journey to Reed Srpings is more than an excellent introduction to the
history of that village; it is a fine introduction to Hopi history in general. In
the preface, Dr. Whiteley remarks that the book is aimed toward readers "with
more general interests in Hopi history and culture" and that he "eliminated
much documentary detail." The result is a history that is remarkable for its
flow and appropriateness of expression. The author carefully prepares the
reader by placing Bacavi within its linguistic, geographic, and historic contexts.
The use of photographs is particularly well done; they considerably enhance
the reader's understanding. The inclusion of a glossary of Hopi terms was
appreciated by the reader as was the listing of prominent men. But no women
are listed, even though they are included among the founders and their connections.
Whiteley accomplishes his objective-he does an admirable job of telling
Bacavi's history. For those who wish to delve further into Whiteley'S arguments, they should read his other book, Deliberate Acts, which is a far more
detailed and academic treatment of the relationship between Oraibi and Bacavi.
Roberta G. Bailey
University of Tulsa

The Cheyenne Nation: A Social and Demographic History. By John H. Moore. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987. xxv + 390 pp. Illustrations, maps,
charts, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $32.50.)
John H. Moore contends that, in general, ethnographers have "paid little
attention to the origins and charter of the Cheyenne Nation, and tended to
reduce Cheyenne history to the simplistic picture of a stable, structured society,
frozen in time" (p. 20). In The Cheyenne Nation: A Social and Demographic History,
Moore refutes this ethnographic generalization by reconstructing Cheyenne
society. He examines its "ethnogenesis," its internal structure through time
and space, its conflicts and crises, demographic data, kinship, marriage patterns, migrations, and ban9. names and relationships. By doing so, Moore
projects an image of Cheyenne life that is dynamic, varied, and complex rather
than stagnant, homogenous, and simplistic.
Drawing from exhaustive research, the author" shows how demographic
and economic factors along with the substantial contributions of Sweet Medicine, a "political genius," molded the Cheyenne tribal nation around 1740
from three autonomous "nation-villages" with separate histories. The Cheyenne bands were in a state of flux, coming together for purposes of trade,
warfare, and ceremonial renewal, and moving apart due to seasonal migrations, or the militancy of warrior societies.
The author mentions, however, that The Cheyenne Nation is more than
ethnography. Throughout the book he explores the more theoretical questions
of "tribe," and "nation." He offers the Cheyennes as "one example of a process
of nation-building among tribal societies" that he considers "universal" (p. 25).
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Indeed, Moore is attempting to establish a method, one that he hopes other
anthropologists and ethnohistorians will accept and develop.
The Cheyenne Nation is lavishly illustrated with over one hundred maps,
plates, figures, and tables. Moore's prose is clear although occasionally repetitious. The author has wedded computer data to document analysis, but it is
his dependence on Cheyenne informants that is most noteworthy. Scholars
have cyclically praised and maligned oral history as a research tool, but Moore
is steadfast in his respect for it. After conducting countless interviews, he
concludes that oral history is more reliable than published sources and that
the latter, not the former, should be considered supplementary.
The Cheyenne Nation is a fine book and a valuable contribution to the fields
of anthropology and ethnohistory.
Catherine Price
University of Oklahoma

Peyote Religion: A History. By Orner C. Stewart. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xvii + 454 pp.lllustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Occasionally a book is published for which it is difficult to find the proper
superlatives. Mere praise does not begin to convey the substance of the book
and too many flowery phrases carry the wrong connotations, leading the casual
reader into believing that the work will have almost magical impact on his or
her understanding. Nevertheless, Orner Stewart's offering, Peyote Religion: A
History, seems to me to be a classic in the field of American Indian studies,
anthropology and religious writings, far surpassing everything heretofore written on the subject.
Stewart gives a highly readable account of the origin, spread and recent
developments in the Native American Church and peyote religion. A good
part of the book establishes the movement of this religion from Mexico into
the western areas of Oklahoma, taking root among the Kiowas and Comanches
and eventually spreading to other tribes primarily in the Plains and Southwestern regions. The early days of Peyote coincided with the reduction of the
southern Plains tribes to reservations and the Indians, searching for some
comfort during the collapse of their days of freedom, cautiously and seriously
adopted the peyote rituals as a means of sustaining themselves in the midst
of severe oppression and cultural dislocation. But, Stewart suggests, the adoption of peyote was not an act of desperation but rather an effort to preserve
the old ways of prayer and meditation in the new setting in which they found
themselves. Consequently Peyote differed considerably from the Ghost Dance
in that is was understood as an enduring ritual which reconciled the people
to their new lives; it was not an apocalyptic or eschatological resolution of an
intolerable situation in which a deus ex machina rescued the people. Thus it
remains strong today when the Ghost Dance and other responses of the same
period have become historical curiosities.
In modem times there has been considerable misunderstanding of the
peyote religion among non-Indians and this confusion has produced sporadic
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attempts to suppress the religion and occasional litigation. Stewart was an
expert witness in some of the more important cases in the past three decades
and his account of the personalities and problems involved in this litigation
is itself worth the price of the book since it gives a perspective that can only
corne from a participal1t. Stewart does not attempt a complicated analysis of
the legal issues involved in protecting the practice of peyote but rather concentrates on the major issues and personalities, showing us how the Indian
response was a natural reaction of a dedicated community of religious people
rather than an effort at cultural renewal.
The book has extensive footnotes, bibliography, and charts which, although sometimes complex, are nevertheless comprehensive and highly informative. If a person had to choose twenty books to form an essential basic
library on American Indians, Peyote Religion by Orner Stewart would have to
be among the selections. It is simply the best and most comprehensive study
of the peyote religion and it is unlikely that it will be equaled or surpassed in
the future.
Vine Deloria
University of Arizona

Sovereignty and Symbol: Indian-White Conflict at Ganienkeh. By Gail H. Landsman.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xii + 239 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
Nearly fifteen years ago, some members of the Mohawk nation reclaimed
a 612 acre site in upstate New York and named the new community "Ganienkeh," or "Land of the Flint." Like many other Indians in the United States and
Canada in the 1970s, the Mohawks were dissatisfied with conditions on their
reservations. High unemployment, an insufficient land base, pollution from
aluminum factories, alcoholism, and incidences of drug abuse and suicide were
problems which had contributed to a growing political factionalism among the
Mohawks. Because of a concern for the future of their children and nation,
the frustrated Mohawks took drastic action by reclaiming the site in New York
State and declaring it a sovereign territory.
The establishment of the Ganienkeh community was viewed with little
sympathy on the part of most white citizens in upstate New York. In fact, a
group of residents formed "Concerned Persons of the Central Adirondacks"
(COPCA) to oppose the Mohawks. After negotiations with the state of New
York, the Mohawks agreed to move Ganienkeh to a new location near Altona,
New York. Soon after the resettlement, another group of local residents organized to protest the Indians.
In her study of the Ganienkeh conflict, Gail Landsman argued that the
Mohawk community used symbols and outdated themes of the "noble red
man" to manipulate the media and gain sympathy from white liberals and
politicians in New York. She also maintained that white protest to Ganienkeh
was more of an expression of dissatisfaction with a state government that was
insensitive and unresponsive to the needs of upstate residents, rather than a
movement against Indians.
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Landsman made a concerted effort to be impartial about the Ganienkeh
dispute, and interviewed many Indians and white participants in the conflict.
However, Landsman provided only a sketch of the disputants involved, and
presented little historical context to help explain their behavior.
The use of Indians as scapegoats by dissatisfied ~r oppressed groups has
a long tradition in American history. Yet, the author failed to deal with the
issue of how this dissatisfaction manifested itself in overtly racist behavior in
upstate New York. Ultimately, this book will be of greater interest to those
concerned with the use of symbols in political conflict rather than to those
with an interest in either Iroquoian studies or contemporary Indian political
struggles.
Brenda J. Child-McNamara
Concordia College

The Eskimos. By Ernest S. Burch, Jr. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1988. 128 pp. Illustrations, map, bibliography, index. $22.50.)
The area across the northern periphery of Eurasia and North America is
treeless and viewed by people from friendlier climes as a wasteland. Actually,
however, it is vegetated and affords home to a surprising number of animals
at certain times of the year. This environmentally difficult area has been occupied by people since the last ice age ended. Author Ernest S. Burch, Jr.,
points out that in most of northern Eurasia human occupation is seasonal. The
Lapps, Samoyed, Tungus, and Yukagir traveled to the barrens each summer
but returned to the shelters of the trees each winter. In North America, however, the Eskimos inhabit much of the barrens the year around. These hardy
and adaptable people live along the northern perimeter of the entire continent,
from Greenland and Labrador in the east to Alaska and the eastern shores of
Asia in the west.
The author has set the stage for the reader, and then observes that when
the Eskimos became a distinct population remains a mystery. In seven chapters,
Burch gives the reader a brief, yet wonderfully comprehensive picture of Eskimo societies. In his chapter on social life, he deals with village size, marriages,
relationships in their many and varied forms and states that they were characterized by generosity, and that one of the most fundamental social values
of the Eskimos consisted of sharing. Other equally important values consisted
of courtesy, emotional control, forbearance, peacefulness, honesty, obedience
to elders, fidelity to kin, and faithful adherence to taboos (p. 31). Burch explains
the low fertility of women in traditional Eskimo societies as due to low ovulation because of prolonged breastfeeding, lasting five to six years; irregular
or infrequent ovulation because of extreme leanness known to lead to amenorrhea among female athletes today; and spontaneous abortions in the very
early pregnancy because of extreme physical exertion (p. 19). He states that
there is little hard evidence for a high infant mortality rate.
Other chapters inform the reader how the Eskimos dealt with the cold,
how they obtained a subsistence living from the difficult environment, why
and when they moved from one place to another, and what their view of the
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world was like. He also deals with Eskimo expressions, maintaining that their
talent for survival, in part, was their ability to react to difficult situations
cheerfully.
Burch states that the Eskimo's golden age probably occurred in the first
millennium A. D. which was characterized by brilliant creativity in the arts and
manufactures, and witnessed the perfection of the skills and equipment needed
to hunt diverse northern animals. The culture which developed in this golden
age along the Bering Sea and Straits subsequently spread east to the Atlantic
coast and northward to the distant reaches of the American Arctic. The golden
age was followed by a long period of consolidation in Alaska and eastern Asia
in which the Eskimos worked out arrangements for dealing with one another
in war and trade.
Europeans first began acquiring knowledge of the North American Arctic
in the sixteenth century. At that time, about 75,000 Eskimos were thinly distributed for 12,000 miles across the northern periphery of the continent. Between 1750 and 1885 the Eskimo population declined sharply due to the diseases
the Europeans had introduced, and sadly, by the early twentieth century their
integrated way of life had largely been destroyed.
What the author has accomplished in this volume, and successfully so, is
to reconstruct the essentials of various complex Eskimo societies and give the
reader a clear and concise picture of how these societies evolved and what
they accomplished.
The publishers have done an outstanding job in the layout and design of
the volume. The accompanying color plates photographed by Werner Forman
portray Eskimo tools, masks, utensils, weapons and other implements and
beautifully complement the text. The size of the volume, twelve by nine,
suggests that it was meant to be a coffee-table book. A regular-sized paperback
edition would make it ideally suitable for the classroom. It is a fine book, and
Ernest S. Burch, Jr. has skillfully done what James W. VanStone accomplished
in his Athapaskan Adaptations: Hunters and Fishermen of the Subarctic Forests (1974)namely summarizing a very complex subject for the average reader.
Claus-Michael Naske
University of Alaska, Fairbanks

Archaeology and the Methodology of Science. By Jane H. Kelley and Marsha P.
Hanen. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xiii + 437 pp.
Notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
The premise of this book is that the practitioners of the New Archaeology,
who turned to the literature of philosophy of science in their efforts to make
their own discipline into a methodologically rigorous science, failed to take
into account the range of options and the dynamic nature of the discipline
from which they were borrowing. New Archaeologists, the authors argue,
enthusiastically adopted logical positivism, an approach that emphasized formal logic as the way that science ought to be done, and especially the work
of Carl Hempel, particularly his deductive-nomological model of explanation.
By concentrating on logical positivism; deductive models, and explanation,
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Kelley and Hanen argue, archaeologists have failed to take advantage of aspects
of scientific realism (a competing philosophical approach that emphasizes substance and context as well as logic) and inductive forms of explanation and
have not placed sufficient emphasis on confirmation as an adjunct to explanation.
Most of this book is well written, and many of the abstract concepts of
philosophy of science are explained with commendable clarity and lack of
jargon. The explications of the work of Hempel, Thomas Kuhn, and Karl
Popper are clear and informative. The authors introduce several alternative
philosophical approaches that take a middle ground between logical positivism
and scientific realism and suggest that these might be more productive approaches for archaeology than either of the extremes. Unfortunately they do
not describe these alternatives in anything like the detail that they provide for
the extreme positions.
The authors believe that a broader understanding of philosophy of science
can point archaeology in productive new directions. This book does not so
much offer a new direction, however, as it provides a historical perspective
on a period in the development of modern archaeology that is over. Much of
the book was written when New Archaeology was new, and although the
authors have attempted to bridge the intervening years in the final chapter,
the attempt is not really successful. Their archaeological case studies are from
the literature of the 1960s and 1970s; the controversies that they cover were
hot topics ten years ago, but the lack of acknowledgment of subsequent developments relating to those issues is distracting and limits their value as
examples. The new approach that they recommend-inference to the best
explanation-is already far more common in archaeology than the strict deductive-nomological approach ever was, even in the earliest years of New
Archaeology.
The authors suggest that "By the time archaeologists discovered logical
positivism and the work of Hempel, philosophy of science had already evolved
beyond them" (p. 352). I would argue that by the time this critique of New
Archaeology became available, archaeology had evolved beyond both the subject and the critique.
Lynne Sebastian
Historic Preservation Division, Santa Fe

To Love, Honor, and Obey in Colonial Mexico: Conflicts over Marriage Choice, 15741821. By Patricia Seed. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988. viii + 322
pp. Notes, index. $39.50.)
The documentary base on which this book rests is a long series of suits,
heard in church courts, in which parents, mainly from the upper reaches of
colonial Mexican society, tried to prevent their children from making supposedly unacceptable marriages. The topic seems at first sight narrow and of
interest only to social historians.
This initial impression is altogether wrong. Dr. Seed here shows herself,
in her first book, to be a historian of unusual range, subtlety, and intelligence.
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She examines her chosen topic with great erudition, and then proceeds to link
it persuasively to not only the cultural and intellectual history of colonial Mex-

ico, but also to economic and even political changes.
Readers will first be surprised to learn that in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries the colonial church usually supported a child's choice of marriage
partner against the parents' objections. Seed finds the explanation for this in
prevailing Catholic doctrine, which held that marriage choice was a matter of
free will, and that love was an expression of that will. Further, honor in a
woman was regarded very much as a matter 9f sexual purity. Any sexual
intimacy between lovers, therefore, moved the Church to perform rapid and
secret marriages, so that the woman's honor should be preserved. Parents'
opposition to marriages on social or economic grounds was quite outweighed
by the operation of these concepts of love, will, and honor. Children married
whom they pleased, for love. Marriage was not, as in much of the rest of the
western world, an economic or social maneuver by families.
It was not so, at least, until after 1700. By the start of the new century,
Seed finds signs of profound economic and cultural changes in Mexico that
led to growing patriarchy in families, and to ever tighter control of marriage
choices by parents. One such change was the rise of entrepreneurial capitalism,
and with it the growing respectability of the pursuit of wealth. Social status
became ever more linked to money, especially as miscegenation accelerated,
weakening the tie between ethnicity and status that had shaped Mexican society in the first two colonial centuries. Honor itself became more a matter of
status than of sexual propriety. And these changes happened within a general
context of secularization, shown in part by a rise of the power of government
vis-a-vis that of the Church. The start of this shift Seed places (and this will
raise some eyebrows) as early as 1650. So, broadly speaking, eighteenth-century parents gave less heed to the Church's doctrines about love and marriage
than their earlier counterparts had done (and churchmen, too, began in the
end to have their doubts); while families, led by powerful fathers, saw children's marriages increasingly as matters of materially-determined status. Freedom to choose a mate suffered.
This book offers a dense weave of theology with economic, social, cultural,
and comparative family history. It takes a topic that had hardly been thought
of, let alone treated, before, and explores the mutual relationships between
the topic and general aspects of colonial history. It answers its questions, and
raises new ones, as any good work of history should. The author is indeed to
be complimented.
Peter Bakewell

Emory University
Memoirs of a Mexican Politician. By Roderic A. Camp. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1988. xvii + 230 pp. Illustrations. $22.50 cloth, $11.95
paper.)
The recent apertura of the Mexican political process has raised questions
among Mexico-watchers concerning the origins of the nation's one-party state.
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How did the Partido Revolucionario lnstitucional (PRI) create the institutional
infrastructure that has permitted stability since 1929 at the cost of legitimate
political pluralism and open elections? What choices and compromises did
those inside the PRI as well as the loyal opposition make to sustain the veneer
of democratic pretense that enveloped Mexico'spost-Revolutionary Leviathan?
Roderic A. Camp, author of several near-encyclopedic works on Mexican
political elites, here tries to unravel the byzantine workings of the PRI during
its formative period in a unique manner. Camp's vehicle is a political autobiography of a fictitious PRIista, Antonio Gutierrez Estrada, who steadily ascended the political ladder from the 1920s to the 1960s. Written as a composite
biography pieced together from extensive interviews with political elites who
rose to prominence during the critical phase of the institutionalized Revolution,
this study in "elitelore" examines the inner workings of Mexico's political system, as well as the political culture that at times nurtured, and, at other times,
constrained idealistic bureaucrats.
Memoirs of a Mexican Politician ambitiously works on three interdependent
levels. It is simultaneously written as a political memoir, a prospographical
study of PRIista elites, and as a novel. While Memoirs succeeds at the first two
levels, the book's first-person narrative style lacks the dynamic tension and
characterizations necessary for a convincing work of fiction.
The book's greatest strength is its personification of Gutierrez Estrada as
the prototypical political servant. Camp's everyman rose from humble beginnings in a small village in Michoacan and, taking advantage of the educational
opportunities available to a fortunate few, worked his way to the National
Preparatory School in Mexico City. At the university, in the heady ideologicallycharged atmosphere of the early twenties where debates raged on the future
course and direction of the Revolution, Gutierrez Estrada met professors and
students who later would become his future political cohorts (or equipo) within
the PRI. The protagonist, like many of his colleagues, was at first idealistic,
but after a series of political defeats culminating in his fervent support for Jose
Vasconcelos' unsuccessful presidential bid in 1929, Gutierrez made his peace
with the increasingly cooptive political structure and decided to work within
the system during the 1930s. From that point on, contacts with his equipo
enabled him to climb the political ladder from the national Chamber of Deputies, to the governorship of his native Michoacan, eventually reaching the
lofty heights of a cabinet position in the L6pez Mateos administration (19581964). Moreover, just as personal loyalty was rewarded politically, Gutierrez
Estrada, like many of his cohorts, also prospered economically, building a law
practice by cultivating his growing contacts within the party to win government
contracts for his private-sector clientele.
Since Camp is true to the form and style of the political autobiography he
must pen his book in the first-person. As with all memoirs, more emphasis is
placed on the politician's accomplishments than on the machinations of the
PRI political machine. Topics such as corruption, bribery, and influence-peddling must receive short shrift. Anecdotes that depict the PRI's mano dura
tactics, and which convey what little dramatic tension there is in the booki.e., the elimination of a political opponent during a heated gubernatorial
campaign-are rationalized through Gutierrez Estrada's rose-colored glasses.
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As Camp readily admits "one must read between the lines, understanding that
the writer may wish the reader to accept his view of an event without question"
(p. xvi). Only when .the anecdotes do not reflect poorly on the protagonist do
we begin to understand how decisions were made. For instance, in a revealing
vignette, Gutierrez Estrada will learn well after the fact why he was chosen
for an importnat political post over two deserving opponents. The fascinating
episode, divulged after the major principals have long since passed away (and
after Gutierrez Estrada has safely retired from the political scene), tells us a
great deal about the importance of loyalty, patience, and personalismo during
Avila Camacho's administration.
Since this well-written apologia is so authentically self-serving it lacks the
dramatic tension and internal conflicts necessary to rivet the reader's attention.
After all, political memoirs are designed to obscure as well as reveal. Still, this
unique blend of fiction and composite biography will prove very useful for
those interested in understanding the generation of politicians that helped
construct the institutional foundations of the modem Mexican State.
Allen Wells
Bowdoin College

Professions and the State: The Mexican Case. By Peter S. Cleaves. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987. xv + 147 pp. Tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
I don't suppose that any foreigner who has spent time in Mexico ever
forgets the differences that typify his or her professional colleagues there.
Mexican historians, for example, tend to work by committee, and Americans
sometimes characterize the results as "history by bureaucracy." I've never
understood why this should be so, but Peter Cleaves has gone some way toward
clearing up the mystery. While this is not intended to be a definitive study of
the professions in Mexico, it is a suggestive work, and in places, both fascinating and informative. Cleaves has looked at lawyers, economists, agronomists, medical doctors and petroleum engineers, and has studied their training,
certification, career paths, and political influence. In general, the results are
quite sensible, if only because they correspond to my own less systematic
impressions. Lawyers are the oldest professional group identified, although
they get as little respect today as they did in Shakespeare's time, when the
first program for their training was established in the colony. They have long
monopolized the upper reaches of the bureaucracy, but are perceptibly receding
in influence. Economists are on the rise, but divided between literary statists
and neoclassically oriented empiricists with foreign training. Given Mexico's
endowments, problems, and needs, one would expect medical doctors, agronomists, and petroleum engineers to be better organized and more influential
than they are, although each group has suffered some form of state repression
since the mid-1960s. In general, each group is less autonomous and coherent
than its American counterpart, but predictably, more nationalistic. Each group
relies heavily on the public sector for employment, given the realities of supply
and demand. It will be interesting to see how well Cleaves' forecast of future
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trends holds up under the demands of a reduced fiscal deficit. There will surely
be less room for maneuver all around.
Two bonuses await the attentive reader. The chapter on university education in professional training is a small gem. And the list of acronyms and
their meaning that Cleaves supplies is probably worth the price of the book
by itself.
Richard J. Salvucci
University of Californw, Berkeley

Nonviolent Insurrection in El Salvador: The Fall of Maximiliano Hernandez Martinez.
By Patricia Parkman. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1988. xi + 168 pp.
Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $28.95.)
General Maximiliano Hernandez Martinez, who ruled EI Salvador from
1931 to 1944, is one of the more important military dictators of twentiethcentury Central America. He is particularly infamous for engineering the socalled matanza or massacre of 1932 in which thousands of alleged pro-Communist peasants and workers died including Agustin Farabundo Marti, the
man after whom the present guerrilla insurrection in that country is named.
Hernandez Martinez also left another legacy, the consolidation and sharing of
power by the military with the traditional, rural-based, mainly coffee-producing, oligarchy. .
Patricia Parkman's thin volume (102 pages of text) traces the evolution of
the Hernandez Martinez regime, focusing on the socio-economic and political
factors that eventually led to its relatively bloodless downfall. The author gives
much credit for the dictator's overthrow to the peaceful direct action or civic
strike (huelga de brazos cafdos) undertaken by mostly middle-class urbanites with
some worker participation. This type of non-violent struggle, she claims, has
had a long but largely ignored tradition in Latin America, and the action taken
in El Salvador in 1944 directly influenced the strategy used to oppose other
governments in Central America, including the ouster of Guatemalan ruler
General Jorge Ubico that same year.
Parkman's succinct and judicious examination of a topic as important as
the Hernandez Martinez dictatorship, especially given the paucity of good
historical work on Central America, is genuinely welcomed.
Nevertheless, this work has a number of flaws. The thesis, the role of
non-violent civic action, while provocative, is only shallowly explored; exactly
what is the philosophical basis and the history of this tradition in Latin America,
how did it become integrated into the Salvadoran situation, and how was the
Salvadoran experience transmitted to other countries? Indeed, how important
is it if it merely accomplishes the overthrow of a leader without provoking
underlying structural change? The author also fails fully to examine the significance of the matanza and the role of the military-rural oligarchy coalition
in Salvadoran life and then to link these factors to the country's subsequent
development; they have a direct relationship, for example, to the upheavals
taking place today. Finally, given the small number of post-1980 citations in
the bibliography, it appears that the author has not consulted thoroughly the
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many secondary works that have been published on EI Salvador and Central
America since she did the bulk of her research in the late 1970s.
This volume helps fill a gap in the literature by offering a narrowly focused
account of the opposition to and overthrow of an important Central American
dictator. Unfortunately, it offers the reader little more ..
David G. LaFrance
Oregon State University

Harvest of Violence: The Maya Indians and the Guatemalan Crisis. Edited by Robert
M. Carmack. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xvii + 334 pp.
Map, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $21.95.)
No country in the western hemisphere has suffered more from political
violence in recent years than has Guatemala. Dozens of reports and eyewitness
testimonies document both acts and broad policies of brutality and death, above
all against the indigenous populations of the western highlands. Unfortunately,
the dust jacket of Harvest of Violence gives the impression that it is yet another
collection of such horrors, when, in fact, it is a much more subtle, complex,
and important book. It is the first sustained effort to look beyond the immediate
situation, however, and undeniably, ghastly it is, to attempt to understand the
structural impacts of violence on Indian communities and cultures and to assess
what the long-term results may be.
Harvest of Violence collects 11 essays (and an introduction, conclusion, and
bibliography), each of which focuses on the experiences of a specific community. These were written chiefly by anthropologists with long experience
in the area and are arranged into examples of towns which suffered "direct
violence" (Santa Cruz QUiche, the Ixcan, and the Ixil Triangle), "selective violence" (San Pedro la Laguna, San Antonio Aguas Calientes, and San Juan
Ostuncalco), "indirect violence" (Panajachel, and San Miguel Totonicapan), and
"refugees from violence" (internal and in Mexico). The individual pieces are
uniformly strong, but several, at least to this reviewer, stand out: Ben Paull
William Demerast's fascinating exploration of the community dynamics of a
death squad, Shelton Annis' demonstration of how events stripped the "progressive" Indians of San Antonio Aguas Calientes of the illusion that they had
rights, and Carol Smith's chilling examination of the destruction of the material
bases of Indian culture in a town largely bypassed by immediate violence.
While all condemn the vicious brutality of the Guatemalan state and army, the
authors are too experienced and too honest for simple "good guy-bad guy"
oppositions. They explore, too, for example, the ambiguous role of the civil
patrois in certain areas and point out some-of the population's resentment at
a left that raised expectations, exposed them, and then, or so it seemed, abandoned them.
This is a fine book which will be of lasting importance, but whether it will
reach "the broad public" (p. xiv) for which the participants hope seems doubtful. This is ironic because, of course, in the end the Guatemalan army/state
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concede the authors' central point: "[a]1I [the] arguments by the army presupposed that the guerillas had a broad base of popular support" (p. 253). But
clear evidence and measured, informed judgment continue to have little to do
with what is inflicted upon the inhabitants of rural Central America.
David McCreery

Georgia State University
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